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ACTIVE MOTION OF MATTER IN THE ENVELOPE OF DI CEPHEIISMAILOV, N. Z.; ALIYEVA, A. A.Shamakha Astrophysial Observatory, National Aademy of Sienes of Azerbaijan, Shamakha, Azerbaijan;e-mail: Box1955n�yahoo.om
Emission spetra of T Tauri stars (TTSs) arry important information from disk are-tion areas that interat with the star's magnetosphere. Balmer pro�les of young stars sug-gest the presene of magneti funnel ows, reated as the stellar magnetosphere trunatesthe inner disk and redirets the aretion ow along magneti trajetories terminating inaretion shoks on the stellar surfae (K�onigl 1991, Muzerolle et al. 1998, Beristain etal. 1998). However, details of this proess are not lear yet. A detailed spetrosopistudy of the struture of a star's emission lines an give us information important forunderstanding interation of disk aretion with the star's atmosphere.We present new results of our study of the hydrogen emission lines for the TTS DI Cep.We used the ehelle spetrometer in the Cassegrain fous of the 2 m telesope (ShamakhaObservatory, Azerbaijan) with a 580�530-pixel CCD (Mikailov et al. 2005). The spetralrange was ��4400 � 6800 �A, the spetral resolution was R = 14000. The whole rangewas divided into 28 orders, eah of them about 100 �A wide. The linear dispersion variedbetween 11 and 6 �A/mm. The average signal-to-noise ratio was 60 and 40, respetively inthe H� and H� region. The mean exposure time for one spetrum was about one hour.The spetral redutions made use of software developed by Galazutdinov (1992). Toundertake leaning for the telluri lines, we use a speial tehnique (Alieva and Ismailov,2005) based on the following proedure: after preise position identi�ation of tellurilines, we derive a pseudo-ontinuum, whih ignores positions of the telluri lines. Afterdividing by this pseudo-ontinuum, we obtain the so-alled \divisor" spetrum, whihontains the telluri lines. We then apply this spetrum as a spetrum of a standard starwith a smooth ontinuum (Galazutdinov, 1992). Two spetra were obtained in 2004 and18, in 2005. Ten of these spetra were obtained on the night of JD 2453589, at 5-minuteintervals, to hek for rapid variability of the H� emission. In these spetra, the signal-to-noise ratio is S=N = 8, thus the equivalent widths of the H� lines are not measurable;the data for JD 2453589.486 in Table 1 (see desription below) are mean parameters forthese 10 spetra. The mean unertainty of our radial veloity measurements for standardstars was within 2 km/s, that for equivalent widths was about 4-5%.The H� line pro�les in di�erent spetra are presented in Fig. 1. The pro�le basiallyhas two strong peaks (Nos. 3 and 4 in Fig. 1), with a depression between them. In turn,eah of the peaks 3 and 4 shows a omplex struture. On some nights, weak emissionpeaks displaed to the blue and to the red in the spetrum by �400 km/s (peaks 1 and 5)were observed. The blue wing of the emission peak 1 is very extended and smoothly
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merges with the ontinuum at a displaement of �600 km/s. These peaks are espeiallystrong in the spetrum aquired on JD 2453588. The absorption 2 has a blue shift about�320 km/s and forms a typial P Cyg struture. The peak 5 on the same night had adisplaement about +491 km/s. Thus we observe strong variations of the H� struturefrom night to night as well as within a night.Table 1. Parameters of the H� line in the spetrum of DI CepJD 24... W1, W2, W3, W4, W5, W , FWHM,�A �A �A �A �A �A �A53240.298 12 15 27 6.9653240.392 0.34 0.14 13.1 17.7 0.09 30.8 7.1353587.390 5.7 6.7 12.553587.420 0.12 0.22 16.7 19.2 0.21 35.8 7.3553587.488 0.20 0.10 17.7 25 0.12 39.3 7.8753588.428 0.71 0.56 29.5 26.2 0.78 55.7 8.0353588.476 0.61 0.50 30.6 28.3 1.18 58.9 7.6753589.486 24.7 13.5 38.3 7.6953590.392 0.24 0.12 25.9 12.9 38.8 7.06V1, V2, V3, V4, V5, V6,km/s km/s km/s km/s km/s km/s53240.298 {103 53 {2853240.392 {377 {356 {80 56 349 {2553587.390 {99 10 {4253587.420 {414 {323 {119 18 395 {3353587.488 {495 {318 {116 23 440 {2753588.428 {412 {339 {74 13 381 {3753588.476 {417 {336 {74 18 491 {3453589.486 {104 42 {3253590.392 {406 {337 {26 66 22

The results of our measurements of equivalent widths and radial veloities of individualH� omponents are presented in Table 1. To measure equivalent widths of individual om-ponents, we used the following method from the DECH20 (Galazutdinov, 1992) softwarepakage: for eah omponent, we limited the left and right sides of its peak with vertiallines and determined the area between these lines by integration. In our ase, we ouldnot apply Gaussian �tting beause, for our pro�les, the wings of individual omponentsremained mainly unresolved.The �rst part of Table 1 presents equivalent widths of the main omponents markedin Fig. 1. W is the full equivalent width of the emission, FWHM is a line width at halfintensity. In the seond part of Table 1, radial veloities of the same omponents arepresented.Figure 2 shows the H� line pro�les for the same spetrograms. It an be seen thatthis line exhibits strutures similar to those we observe for the H� line. The H� pro�le isquite similar to the H� line struture for JD 2453588.476. Here we simultaneously observethe omponents displaed into the blue and red parts of the spetrum, respetively byabout {408 and +328 km/s. On JD 2453588, the H� pro�les reorded one after anotherhave the peaks 1 and 4 barely visible in the �rst spetrogram, these peaks were observedstronger in the spetrogram aquired one hour later. Note that, while the blue-displaedomponent 1 is observed on�dently enough, the omponent 4 is rarely observed andshows ative variations. The parameters of the H� line are olleted in Table 2, whihis similar in its ontents to Table 1, but the omponent numbers refer to Fig. 2. We
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�nd diret orrelation between equivalent widths of individual emission omponents ofthe H� and H� lines, with orrelation oeÆients � 80%. For example, we obtained adiret orrelation between the equivalent widths of the blue peak 3 of H� and peak 2of H�, with the orrelation oeÆient r = 84%. Signatures of simultaneous aretionon T Tauri stars and outow from them were �rst observed by Walker (1972) who hadnotied an additional absorption omponent redward of the redshifted emission peak, thenthe event was observed for other lassial TTSs (CTTSs) (Bertout, 1984; Batalha et al.,2001). Our observations show that the H� and H� line pro�les of the CTTS DI Cep varyatively. Unstable aretion and emission omponents of the two hydrogen lines havebeen observed on the same spetrogram for the �rst time. This is a rare phenomenon, italso demonstrates the disrete harater of the aretion proess.Periodi spetral and photometri variations of the star (P = 9:d24) were observed(Ismailov, 2003). If they are related to the asymmetri and inhomogeneous envelope,one of the possible auses of the inhomogeneity is the struture of the magnetosphere,with aretion along the magneti lines. In priniple, suh ativity of DI Cep an beeasily explained in modern magnetospheri-aretion models. High ativity of the star isprovided by kineti energy of matter areted onto the star surfae aross magneti �eldlines (Muzerolle et al. 1998, Lamzin 1998).

Figure 1. The H� pro�les in the spetrum of DI Cep
Table 2. Parameters of the H� line in the spetrum of DI CepJD 24... W1, W2, W3, W4, W , FWHM, V1, V2, V3, V4, V5,�A �A �A �A �A �A km/s km/s km/s km/s km/s53240.298 2.4 1.5 3.9 6.96 {93.2 {5.3 {27.253240.392 0.07 3.2 1.8 5.0 4.29 {398 {97.2 28.3 {2.153587.390 3.5 2.4 6.0 4.98 {109 {9.4 {34.153587.420 0.09 3.9 3.2 7.0 5.44 {344 {111 {7.6 {4653587.488 0.17 4.8 3.7 0.20 8.5 5.35 {420 {93.9 73.5 441 {16.453588.428 0.08 5.8 5.6 0.45 11.7 5.20 {410 {85.1 100.7 325 {19.753588.476 0.83 6.5 4.5 1.68 10.9 5.71 {408 {94.2 38.6 323 {3.853590.392 4.2 2.9 7.1 5.27 {107.3 15.5 {35.1
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Thus, we an make the following onlusions:1. Pro�le variations of the H� and H� hydrogen lines during a night and from nightto night, on time sales from an hour to a day, are observed.2. For the �rst time, signatures of matter aretion and outow were simultaneouslyobserved for the CTTS DI Cep, providing evidene of omplex struture of its irumstel-lar disk.We thank Dr. N.N. Samus for disussions and assistane during the preparation of themanusript.

Figure 2. The H� pro�les in the spetrum of DI Cep
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